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Abstract. This work proposes a Convolution Neural Network with attention 
mechanism (ACNN), resembling that human understanding the emotion. Naturally, 
human perceives the facial emotions depending on particular parts of the face. 
Several clues are gathered from different parts of face like mouth, lips, cheeks etc, 
and these are in turn analyzed by the learning model to decide on the facial 
expression. This work uses ACNN to handle the scenario of occlusion as well. 
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1. Introduction 

Recognizing facial expressions (FER) has got huge interest from researchers and 

analysts over the years, as it caters to a number of uses, for example, human-computer 

interaction, influence examination, and psychological well-being evaluation. The FER 

frameworks that acts impeccably in the gathered dataset images, are plausible to act 

inadequately while perceiving people expressions under normal and abnormal 

scenarios. To enclose the void between the FER precision in the controlled appearances 

and uncontrolled portraits, scientists put forth attempts for gathering huge scope facial 

expressions datasets in nature. In spite of the utilization of information from the wild, 

outward appearance acknowledgment is as yet testing because of the presence of 

incompletely impeded countenances. Occlusion might brought about by hair, sun 

glasses, muffler, mask, beard, arms, moustache, and different items that might be set 

before the faces in our routine life. These items may hide some portion of cheeks, eye, 

eyebrows, mouth, and some more facial features 

ACNN naturally sees the impeded facial fixes and focuses principally to the 

unblocked and enlightening patches. Each and every Gate Unit in ACNN learns a 

versatile load by un-obstructiveness or significance. At that point, the Occluded 

portrayals are linked and utilized in the classification part. In this manner ACNN can be 
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accurate in on particular just as unhampered areas in facial picture. Examination on 

emotion detection is a difficult field that target strategies to make compelling human 

computer interaction. Face Image signal contains huge amount of important 

information with mental disorder and emotion of people. Later enhancements here have 

urged the specialists to expand the pertinence of facial emotion acknowledgment to 

zones like chat room symbols and video conferencing avatars. Thus identification of 

emotions from occlusion based images is the current research area. The major problem 

that starts with this system is that dataset images could be of low quality and our model 

does not supports that kind of images. Though increased number of epochs increases 

accuracy, our system gets slower due to load of the model. Also choosing dataset 

images according to our system and face has to fit in our frame, it will be another 

difficulty while training the model. 

2. Related Works 

As indicated by Nithisha Raut Face discovery has been around for a long time. 

Stepping forward, human feeling showed by face and felt by mind, caught in either 

video, electric sign (EEG) or picture structure can be approximated. Human emotion 

recognition is the need of great importance so present day by insightful frameworks can 

copy and check responses from face. This can be useful to settle on  choices be it with 

respect to recognizable proof of aim, advancement of offers or security related dangers. 

Perceiving feelings from pictures or video is an insignificant assignment for natural eye, 

however ends up being trying for machines and requires many picture preparing 

procedures for include extraction. Several works using computer vision [12-22] have 

been done in FER analysis. A few AI calculations are appropriate for this work. Any 

identification or acknowledgment by AI requires preparing calculation and afterward 

testing them on an appropriate dataset. This paper investigates a few AI calculations 

just as highlight extraction methods which would help us in precise recognizable proof 

of the human feeling [1]. In the work of Naveen Kumar H N, Jagadeesha S [2], subject 

independent FER in the case of from semi-occluded images has been discussed.. As 

indicated by, Jiabei Zeng, Shiguang Shan and Yong Li [3], a trainable neural network 

that uses patch-gated convolution (PG-CNN) has been used to study FER in occluded 

scenario. In the work done in [4], K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), facial expression 

recognition and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers are applied and tested. 

According to Susmita Moitra and Souvik Choudry [5], several CNN based approaches 

to classify the basic human emotions in occluded scenarios has been analyzed. 

3. Proposed System 

In real time, occlusion is a serious issue and may have direct bearing on FER 

performance. The obstruction may be caused by beard, sun glasses, muffler, hairs, food 

and other objects that could be placed in front of the faces in daily life. These objects 

may block the eyebrows, lips, cheeks, and any other part of the face, thus making the 

emotion recognition difficult. Thus the occlusion problem statement is not yet 

addressed in the previous research papers, just emotion recognition on controlled 

environment is been discussed. 
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Figure 1.Proposed System Architecture diagram. 

 

The proposed framework tends to the complexity of impediment, we introduce a 

Convolutional Neural Network mindfully instrument (ACNN) which can see the 

impediment districts of the face and work in the most discriminative un-blocked areas. 

It joins the numerous portrayals from facial areas of intrigue (ROIs). Thinking about 

various RoIs, we present fix based ACNN (pACNN). pACNN just focuses on 

neighbourhood facial patches. The proposed ACNNs are assessed on standard self-

gathered outward appearance dataset with certifiable impediments, the two biggest in-

the-nature outward appearance datasets (RAF-DB and AffectNet) and their changes 

with blended facial impediments. Outward appearance is recognized in specific facial 

areas, in light of the fact that the articulations are facial exercises summoned by group 

of muscle movements. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed system. The 

image is given as input into the convolutional model and get some feature inlets. 

Initially, image size will be 224*224 and gets encoded into 512*28*28 when it enters 

into nine convolutional layer.ACNN breaks feature maps into several sub feature maps. 

The region decomposition is completed through aligning the facial image by fixing the 

68 facial landmark round the face and dividing the facial landmark into 24 patches 

which covers all the informative region.The cropped patches enter pg-unit and divided 

into two branches. the primary branch represent the vector-shaped feature maps where 

it's un-weighted image and therefore the second branch represent the eye net where 

each patches are weighted. pACNN is meant to specialize in local discriminative and 

representative patches. In addition, partitioning the face into various local parts assists 

to find the placements of obstructions. To identify the standard parts of face that are 

combined with expression, We first find certain  landmark of faces pointed by the 

proposed method ,Then  supported the identified points, we chose or recompute few 

details that hides the essential parts of the face, such as  nose, mouth, cheeks, eyes. 

Then we take the patches consistent with the angles of every subject’s landmarks of 

face. ACNN sent the feature maps into gACNN. The global local-based ACNN has 

local information in the image and represent the global clues. The weight ranges from 

[0,1] where the 0 represent the occluded part and 1 represent the un-occluded part. This 

module indicates the benefaction of universal people face presentation [22]. Universal 
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representation is then calculated by the computed weight. Unit considers the feature 

maps ˜ pi as input, then learns localized facial features ψi: 

ψi =ψ(˜ pi) (1)  

and a corresponding weight αi: 

αi =Ii(˜ pi) 

ψi is a variable that represents the non-weighed features. αi is a constant  that represent 

the patch i’s importance. The fully connected layers integrates the weight of pg-unit 

and gg-unit. Based on their weight the emotion are classified. It is obvious that gACNN 

results in promising classification validity on surprised, scared sections respectively. 

The potential candidate expressions for confused expressions are surprise and fear, sad 

and neutral, fear and neutral are little concern.  

4. Experimental Results 

For the experimental result analysis, we have used pycharm tool with python script for 

image processing and machine learning techniques.  

 

 
Figure 2.Sample output of the experiment. 

Occlusion dataset images are collected from kaggle and given as the input file to 

the application. Finally based on the input images provided, our application recognizes 

the respective emotions. Figure 2 shows the sample outputs of the proposed solution. 

The results of the model looks promising. It shows the percentage of the key emotions 

from the occluded face. Also using this model, we can be able to view mixed emotions 

in occluded face of a specific person. 

5. Conclusion and Future Works 

As part of this work, a CNN based approach namely - ACNN for emotion recognition 

in occlusion scenarios has been presented. The Gate Unit present in the ACNN 

facilitates the model to move attention from the occluded parts to other unobstructed 

also as unique facial areas. Taking that countenance is distinguished in marked facial 

areas, a patch based pACNN was designed that comes up with region decomposition to 

identify facial parts that determine facial expressions. Also, an efficient gACNN to feed 

global facial details for FER in occlusion scenarios was developed. The proposed 

system analyses the potential of ACNNs to move the attention from obstructed areas to 

other similar areas. As part of future work, the way to produce monitoring parts in 
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faces without regions of interest, as ACNNs believe identical face detection and facial 

regions of interest placement modules can be explored. 
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